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The Protection Ranger is a private

the best victories come from the greatest

in-house organ meant to inform the

battles. If so, we are due for quite a
celebration someday.

membership of the US Rangers

Lodge of activities that affect them
as members. The Protection Ranger
is for members only and is our
means ofcommunication among our
continent-wide membership.

President's Message
I just read the morning report about the
recent shooting incident at Coronado; I am
thankful that the rangers were not injured

I have been asked and I ask myself,"Why
should I stay with the NFS". Quite
honestly, I cannot give a definitive answer,
but I ask myself the same questions about
traffic enforcement sometimes. I spend each
day chasing speeders listening to a myriad
of excuses, complaints, and ultimately not
changing the fact that this person will
probably continue to disregard traffic
regulations. Why would I endure an
immediately unrewarding and unpleasant
activity? The reason...! know that every 10
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FOP Legal Insurance
With so many new members in the
Lodge we feel it's time to remind all
that you really should have legal
defense insurance. The FOP has a

good plan that was designed by the
staff at the Grand Lodge. It pays

legal fees for administrative, civil
and criminal actions against you. We

also feel that the Lodge has plugged
the weakest point in the Program

too. You see, your policy only kicks
in when you have had an action
taken against you by management or
have been charged with something.

in the incident. As the busy summer comes

tickets have possibly stopped an accident

As we all know, rangers often need

into full swing and our staffing levels are at
an all time low, we need to be proactive in
protecting our coworkers and ourselves
when our agency is not providing for our

from occurring, every 50 tickets might have
stopped a serious injury or fatality. On the
Blue Ridge Parkway, we have implemented
problem-solving practices in traffic
enforcement utilizing focused patrols,
checkpoints, and a newly developed traffic
interdiction team. During the last 3 years,
we have been able to stop the accident rate
increase and actually reduce accidents across
the entire park, Any one of us could have
never accomplished this level of success on
our own, but as a team, we have generated
tangible achievements that have surprised
us, gained support from our HQ staff, and
educated the public and surrounding
communities through the resulting media

legal advice immediately after an

safety.

I am seeing too many Rangers leaving the
Service for other branches of Federal

service, state and local agencies. I can't
blame people leaving for increased pay,
higher budgets, and safer working
environments; I have spent some time
perusing USAJOBS considering the same
thing.
My decision to continue
employment with the NFS is definitely not
the path of least resistance, but I feel that

interest.
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I know as an individual, my contributions
can provide some level of change, but with
a group of similarly minded and motivated
individuals, our efforts combined can effect
far-reaching changes. We have the potential

for a great law enforcement program; we
need to stop waiting for someone else to
make reforms happen. We are not going to
find a savior at WASO or in the regional

incident occurs. If a Lodge member
feels he/she has exposure to an

adverse action, call the Lodge at 800
407 8295 and we will arrange a free
consultation for you with a lawyer
from the law firm Passman &

Kaplan. The Lodge has employed
this firm for years and has been very
satisfied with their knowledge, zeal
and cost effectiveness.

The FOP Legal Defense Plan is
underwritten by Hylant Maclean of
Toledo, OH wlio may be contacted
at 800 341 6038. Ask for a brochure

to compare prices and coverage with
other plans.
Whichever plan you buy, we strongly
urge you to have legal defense
insurance.

stay focused on making the small changes
within our reach and capabilities at our

offices veiling to spearhead the necessary

level.

effort. Each of us, as individuals, have to

agency can create a wave of change in

Our efforts combined across the

